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LOCATION: - The property is located on a popular 
retail thoroughfare leading to Brighton Road and 
South Croydon, which serves a prosperous 
suburban residential area. Public transport 
includes the nearby Coulsdon town and Coulsdon 
South railway stations. Other nearby retailers 
include Waitrose, Aldi, WH Smith, Boots, and 
many more. 
 
DESCRIPTION: - The property comprises a ground 
floor lock-up shop. The property has solid floors 
throughout and good ceiling heights, and a fire 
exit at the rear. The property was recently used as 
a carpet retailer and before that a supermarket, 
but is considered suitable for a variety of large 
retailers. 
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Viewings by prior arrangement - call our team for more information 
 
HNF Property for themselves and for the vendors or lessors of this property whose agents they are give notice that: 

the particulars are produced in good faith, are set out as a general guide only and do not constitute any part of a contract. 

no person in the employment of HNF Property has any authority to make or give any representative warranty

whatever in relation to this property. 
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ACCOMMODATION: 
Gross frontage   9.01m  29.56ft 
Max depth of the shop 30.76m  101ft 
Sales area 296.16m2             3188ft2 

 
Figures relating to accommodation are 
approximate and rounded up for the purposes of 
guidance, they should not be relied upon and 
potential purchasers are recommended to have a 
measured survey undertaken prior to making an 
offer. 
 
USE/PLANNING: - We understand the property 
currently falls within Class A1 (General Retail) of 
the Current Town and Country Uses Classes Order 
and was most recently used as a carpet shop. 
Prospective tenants are advised to make their 
own enquiries of the Local Planning Authority 
concerning the existing and potential changes of 
use. 
 

TENURE: - The property is offered by way of a new 
lease, the length of which is to be negotiated. 
 
RENT: - Initial rent of £40,000 (forty thousand) per 
annum exclusively sought. 
 
VAT: - All rental and capital figures quoted within 
these details are exclusive of V.A.T. unless 
otherwise stated. 
 
VIEWINGS: -  Viewings by prior arrangement – 
please telephone 0208 681 2000. 
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